
To fulfill our commitment to be the leading supplier in the power generation industry, the Loftin Equipment team ensures they are 
always up-to-date with the current power industry standards as well as industry trends.  As a service, our Information Sheets are 
circulated on a regular basis to existing and potential power customers to maintain their awareness of changes and developments in 
standards, codes and technology within the power industry.

The installation information provided in this information sheet is informational in nature only and should not be considered the advice of a properly licensed and qualified electrician or used in place of a detailed review of the applicable National Electric Codes, NFPA 
99/110 and local codes.   Specific questions about how this information may affect any particular situation should be addressed to a licensed and qualified engineer and/or electrician.  

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Engine driven generator set systems traditionally utilize a radiator and fan for transferring the heat from the engine coolant.  While 
many generator sets have an engine mounted radiator and cooling fan, it is quite common for larger sets, particularly those located 
inside, to use a remote radiator system.

This information sheet discusses systems that benefit from a remote radiator and its proper installation.
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Diagram One - Remote Radiator Cooled System Layout
DIAGRAM ONE - REMOTE RADIATOR COOLED SYSTEM LAYOUT



2.0 THE FOLLOWING FACTORS CAN INFLUENCE SYSTEM DESIGNER TO SELECT A REMOTE MOUNTED RADIATOR 
SYSTEM:

 · Space considerations - When the generator location has a limited footprint the radiator system can be mounted remotely, such 
as a roof location.

 · Noise - For a generator set located in an area subject to noise restrictions, as the radiator fan is a principal noise source, remote 
mounting the radiator can take the fan noise away from the noise sensitive area. 

 · Ventilation - The generator installation, especially an inside location, requires adequate ventilation in order to provide sufficient 
air for cooling, combustion, and removal of radiated heat from the generator set. When there are limitations to the amount of air 
that can be discharged into and from the generator location, remotely mounting the radiator allows a 50% drop in the quantity 
of air required in the generator room. 

3.0 GENERATOR SYSTEMS MOST COMMONLY INSTALLED WITH REMOTE RADIATORS

While a remote radiator can be fitted to many systems for stationary applications, the option is usually only economically and 
engineering practical on systems above 500kW.  Remote radiators on smaller sets tend to be special applications.
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DIAGRAM TWO - REMOTE COOLING WITH SPLIT CORE RADIATOR
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Diagram Two - Remote Cooling With Split Core Radiator
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4.0 PRINCIPAL CONSIDERATIONS WHEN INSTALLING A REMOTE MOUNTED RADIATOR SYSTEM

A remote radiator system, unlike a generator set that comes from the manufacturer with the radiator installed on the base, requires 
the final assembly of the cooling system to be undertaken on site.  It requires specialist knowledge regarding sizing, pipe dimensions, 
radiator types and sizes, mounting, loading, etc, to install and should only be undertaken by qualified personnel.  Your local distributor 
should be consulted regarding the correct installation.

5.0 THE FOLLOWING SUMMARIZES INSTALLATION ISSUES TO BE CONSIDERED

While the main advantage for adopting biodiesel has been promoted as energy security by switching to a domestically produced 
renewable energy source, there are other reasons a generator set user should consider using biodiesel as detailed below:

 · Coolant piping - Bio

 · Lower - Pipe lengths and the engine manufacturer’s requirements for coolant flow will determine the diameter of the piping.  
Connections to the engine should have flexible pipe sections to avoid engine vibration being transmitted to the piping system.  
(see Diagram One) 

 · Radiator selection - Radiators are available with single and split cores.  Split cores allow for the cooling of two systems; selection 
should be made as follows:

 · Single core - If the generator set engine is naturally aspirated or has a turbo charger that is not cooled.

 · Split core - Many larger generator sets and those that most commonly require remote radiator systems incorporate turbo 
after-coolers.  After-coolers use air/water heat exchangers and require an additional core in the radiator (split core) to cool 
the turbo after-cooler coolant. (see Diagram Two for a schematic of a split core radiator for a turbo after-cooler)

 · Pumps - The engine manufacturer incorporates a pump to manage the coolant flow to a radiator mounted adjacent to the 
engine.  A remote radiator system will be much further from the engine and can require an additional pump to ensure adequate 
coolant flow.  For radiators mounted above the engine such as on a roof, the installer will have to know the required lift of the 
pump in addition to the flow requirement.

When a split core radiator is used for an after-cooler, an additional pump will be required for the after-cooler coolant.  (see 
Diagram Two)  

 · Generator room ventilation - While remotely mounting the radiator will remove a high percentage of the air flow require out 
of the generator set location, the system designer still has to calculate the ventilation requirements to manage radiated heat 
and combustion.  (see Diagram One)
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